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Follow the Data
Data protection is a top priority as organizations  
grapple with a proliferation of devices, compliance  
mandates. BY MARCIA SAVAGE

EDITOR’S DESK

AFTER SO MANY YEARS of focusing on hardening the network pe-
rimeter to keep attackers out, organizations have turned 
their attention to data protection. This trend is not at all 
new—it’s been growing for the past few years—but the ex-
plosion of mobile devices is helping accelerate it. With so 

many smartphones, tablets and thumb drives flooding the enterprise, there’s an 
increasing number of avenues for sensitive data to be lost or stolen.

“This is the year of the backdoor and that’s what everyone is realizing,” says 
Randall Gamby, information security officer for the Medicaid Information Ser-
vice Center of New York (MISCNY). “Everyone has done due diligence on our 
enterprise space. Now we need to think about where the data is going.”

A company’s security controls can be subverted if an employee exports data 
to a laptop without any password protection or an employee posts sensitive in-
formation on websites or sends it in an email, he says. Attackers aren’t going 
after the “big protected walls” anymore; they’re looking for chinks in the ar-
mor, he says.

According to Information Security and SearchSecurity.com’s 2012 Priorities 
survey, organizations are making data protection a priority, with 80 percent of 
the approximately 900 respondents planning to focus on data loss prevention 
for database applications this year. At the same time, 78 percent of readers say 
they plan to focus on DLP for email/Web and 80 percent are focused on disas-
ter recovery and backup. 

The emphasis on DLP—which essentially looks at what’s escaped from “the 
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barn” as Gamby describes it—isn’t surprising given how organizations need 
to track how authorized users are handling data. “Once the horse is out of the 
barn, you need to have a corral,” he says.

Survey participants also indicated strong interest in encryption for laptops 
and removable storage drives, with 32 percent saying they plan to spend more 
on the technology this year. 

Compliance pressures, of course, are helping to fuel the focus on data pro-
tection. In fact, an overwhelming majority—71 percent—of survey respondents 
say compliance is a key driver for their data protection initiatives. In addition 
to the raft of state breach notification laws and industry standards such as PCI 
DSS, federal regulations such as HIPAA (with expanded security and privacy 
requirements courtesy of the HITECH Act) are pushing organizations to moni-
tor sensitive data and implement encryption.

Regulatory requirements are starting to take into account the risks associ-
ated with portable devices and potential data loss through unofficial channels, 
Gamby says. 

A study released in March by the Ponemon Institute and sponsored by Trend 
Micro found that employee negligence or maliciousness was the root cause of 
many data breaches. Employees’ loss of a laptop or other mobile device with 
data was the top cause of breaches.

In announcing the study, Larry Ponemon, chairman and founder of the 
Ponemon Institute, said the threats caused by employees are becoming more 
prevalent “because of the mobility of the workforce, proliferation of mobile 
data-bearing devices, consumerization of IT, and the use of social media in the 
workplace.” To reduce these risks, organizations should put the focus on data-
centric security, so that companies know “who is accessing what data, when, 
where and how,” the institute recommended.

Indeed, a data-centric approach to security seems the best hope a company 
has for handling an IT environment that increasingly has no boundaries. n

MARCIA SAVAGE is editor of Information Security magazine. Send comments on this column to  
feedback@infosecuritymag.com.

http://www.trendmicro.com/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-intelligence/reports/rpt_trend-micro_ponemon-survey-2012.pdf
mailto:feedback@infosecuritymag.com
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Calling in the Replacements
Tokenization protects sensitive data to reduce the  
compliance burden. BY ADRIAN LANE 

WHAT’S THE BEST WAY to protect sensitive data from being 
stolen? Remove it entirely: If data is not present in 
a system, it can’t be stolen. A steady stream of data 
breaches demonstrates that IT systems are under at-
tack and underscores how even firms with good se-

curity knowledge get it wrong. Just ask Sony, RSA, HBGary Federal, or Strat-
for. Information security is hard to do, and the complexity of IT operations 
hinders our ability to protect data. 

So why don’t we just get rid of sensitive data? No, I am not saying you should 
delete all your data in order to protect it. I am saying replace sensitive infor-
mation with something that, if stolen, doesn’t matter. That’s precisely what to-
kenization does. Tokenization technology removes sensitive data and replaces 
it with a worthless token. IT systems use the token placeholder as a reference, 
continuing to function as before, but the risk of leaking information is greatly 
reduced. 

There has been quite a buzz around tokenization in heavily regulated indus-
tries such as payment processing. Credit card numbers are a principle target 
for attackers, with repeated thefts leading the payment card industry to man-
date the Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) for all merchants and payment pro-
cessors. The cost of compliance is significant, with these requirements leading 
to costly changes in network setup, security controls, and adjustments to daily 
operations. All companies subject to data security regulations are looking for 

http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/news/2240035422/Sony-attack-Sony-expands-scope-of-its-massive-data-security-breach
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/news/2240113999/RSA-SecurID-breach-Executives-attempt-to-repair-tarnished-image
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/news/1527151/Anonymous-hackers-take-out-HBGary-pilfer-sensitive-emails
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/news/2240113110/Security-intelligence-firm-Stratfor-investigates-hacktivist-attack
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/news/2240113110/Security-intelligence-firm-Stratfor-investigates-hacktivist-attack
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/tip/Compliance-benefits-of-tokenization
http://searchfinancialsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/PCI-DSS-Payment-Card-Industry-Data-Security-Standard
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ways to both simplify controls and—directly or indirectly—reduce the cost of 
compliance. 

TOKENIZATION TECHNOLOGY: COMMON USE CASES 
It’s for these reasons we have seen a dramatic uptake in tokenization technol-
ogy in response to PCI DSS, and are beginning to see adoption in response to 
HIPAA and state mandated personal information protection. Under these use 
cases, sensitive information is replaced with a token, which acts as a reference 
to the real data. Sensitive data is kept in a different location in a heavily secured 
system that can only be accessed under special circumstances. Tokenization 
removes the proliferation of sensitive data across IT systems without harmful 
impact to business processes or applications. Once credit cards, Social Secu-
rity numbers and intellectual property are removed, they’re inaccessible, and a 
hacker can’t steal what’s not there.  

Conceptually, tokenization has been around for decades. In the last couple 
of years, merchants and payment processors have implemented tokenization as 
a means of protecting payment data. 
It helps secure payment data by re-
moving it from systems that don’t 
require access to the data, reducing 
the complexity of audits and saving 
money in the process. Information 
systems can be operated with fewer 
controls and restrictions, as you’ve 
reduced risk by removing the data 
that attackers want. 

Tokenization helps with data security issues, but the technology is most 
commonly purchased to address compliance concerns. The three most com-
mon uses of the technology: 

■n  Payment card data security: Substitution of primary account numbers 
(a.k.a. credit card numbers) and related information with a single token to 
represent a financial transaction. Using in-house tokenization systems to 
either support IT back-office business processing systems special needs, to 
enhance performance or reduce per transaction costs. 

 Tokenization helps with 
 datase curity issues, but the 
 technology is most commonly 
 purchased to address com- 
 pliance concerns. 

http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/tutorial/Understanding-tokenization-amid-PCI-encryption-requirements
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/tutorial/Understanding-tokenization-amid-PCI-encryption-requirements
http://searchdatamanagement.techtarget.com/definition/HIPAA
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■n  Tokenization as a Service: Third-party service providers provide tokens, 
store sensitive data on customers behalf, and completely remove all sen-
sitive data from the customer site. Tokenization as a Service is most com-
monly used with payment card services because they dramatically reduce 
PCI audit costs. 

■n  Protecting PII: Information associated with passports, national identity doc-
uments, Social Security numbers, driver license numbers, 401K, pension 
and medical benefits data. 

We are beginning to see tokenization applied to more complex data sets, 
such as medical and patient data, for HIPAA and HITECH compliance. There 
is genuine need to protect this information, and with fines being levied for 
improper data controls, organizations are beginning to take these regulations 
seriously. Today the lack of adoption is largely due to technical limitations of 
tokenization to handle multiple types of complex data subscribed to by many 
different audiences. In the payment space, a token represents a single credit 
card used for a single financial transaction.  Medical data is far more complex, 
with information derived from the raw data in multiple ways. Worse, insurance 
companies, doctors, nurses, medical technicians, government health organiza-
tions and clinicians all need access to select portions of that data. 

HOW TOKENIZATION WORKS
Think of a subway train or arcade where you use tokens instead of cash. In 
these systems you purchase tokens and then use a token of limited value to play 
games or ride the train. While the token has a one-to-one relationship with the 
currency used to purchase it, the tokens only have value in that system, and no-
where else. Data tokens are similar in that they replace a valuable item, but in 
data security applications the token is purely a reference without any intrinsic 
value: its worth is solely in the reference back to the original data.

Tokenization works by creating a random marker—the token—then substi-
tutes sensitive data within files and databases with the random marker used to 
represent that specific value. As the tokens are an arbitrary random value, they 
can be created in any form, for any data type, that the user chooses. This means 
the tokens can “look” and “act” just like the data they replace. For example, a 

http://searchhealthit.techtarget.com/definition/HITECH-Act
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token that replaces a credit card can be created as a 16-digit number that passes 
a LUHN check, but it’s not a real number and can’t be used to make purchases. 
This is critical as it means the applications, databases and other associated sys-
tems do not need to be altered to accept the tokens. The beauty of tokenization 
is risks surrounding sensitive data are addressed and business systems continue 
to function without costly changes.

The following diagram shows the 
basic architecture of a token system 
and illustrates a typical transaction. 

1.	The application collects or gen-
erates a piece of sensitive data.

2.	The data is immediately sent to 
the tokenization server—it is not 
stored locally.

3.	The tokenization server gener-
ates the random or semi-random 
token. The sensitive value and 
the token are stored in a highly 
secure and restricted database 
(usually encrypted).

4.	The tokenization server returns 
the token to the application.

5.	The application stores the token, 
rather than the original value. 
The token is used for most trans-
actions with the application.

6.	When the sensitive value is needed, an authorized application or user can re-
quest it, or request the token server to use the real data on their behalf. The 
value is never stored in databases local to the calling application. Token da-
tabase access is highly restricted, dramatically limiting potential exposure.

WHAT IS A TOKEN?
A token is a random string used as a surrogate or proxy for some other data. 
There is no direct mathematical relationship between the original value and 

http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/LUHN-formula
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the random token, so the original data cannot be determined from the token. 
The association between the token and the original value is maintained in a da-
tabase—called a token vault—that provides both security for the original data 
and the relationship between real data and tokens. Outside of this vault, there 
is no other way to connect the two values. 

The preferred method to create tokens is with a random number or alpha-
numeric value. Completely random tokens offer the greatest security, as the 
content cannot be reverse engineered. 
Some vendors use sequence generators 
or hashing to generate tokens, but both 
are subject to different forms of attack 
and can be compromised. 

Tokens are an arbitrary random 
value, so you can choose any data type 
or length you want. In many cases, cus-
tomers choose tokens that are combined 
with a portion of the original data—say the last four digits of a credit card num-
ber – with the remainder being a random value. In this way, tokenization can 
be used without breaking existing applications. 

ENCRYPTION VS. TOKENIZATION
Some of you may be asking how tokenization differs from encryption, and if 
tokenization provides advantages. To answer those questions, it’s important 
to first contrast the two technologies. Tokenization is a method of replacing 
sensitive data with non-sensitive placeholders: tokens. Encryption is a method 
of protecting data by scrambling it into an unreadable form. It’s a systematic 
encoding process that is only reversible with the right key. Correctly imple-
mented, encryption is nearly impossible to break, and the original data cannot 
be recovered without the key. 

Format preserving encryption (FPE) is a viable option to tokenization as 
it accomplishes the same goals, but the crucial differences are two-fold. First, 
tokens are not directly reversible and encrypted values are. If the encryption 
system is poorly implemented or the algorithm succumbs to a mathematical 
attack, the encrypted data will be compromised. Second, encryption has more 
moving parts, is more complicated and therefore harder to audit for proper 

Completely random tokens 
 offer the greatest security, 
 as the content cannot be 
 reverse engi neered.

http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/video/Ramon-Krikken-on-tokenization-vs-encryption-PCI-tokenization
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/encryption
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deployment. It’s much easier to make mistakes and it’s much harder to identify 
those mistakes after they occur. 

Ultimately, attackers are smart enough to go after the weakest part of either 
system, targeting the encryption key store or the token vault. Accessing these 
systems are the only practical ways to break security. If the systems are set up in 
such a way that key management or de-tokenization services are not available, 
theoretically, both are equally—and very—secure. In practice, the complexity 
of the encryption system leaves more chance for errors, and ubiquity of key ser-
vices makes unwanted decryption more likely. 

TOKENIZATION SERVERS 
Tokenization servers provide several key services to support the tokenization 
of sensitive data, secure storage, data references and de-tokenization requests. 
When evaluating a tokenization server – or service – here are the key areas for 
evaluation:

■n  Tokenization requests: How does the tokenization server get inserted into 
your data processing workflow? How fast can it process requests? 

■n  Authentication: How does the tokenization system integrate with your iden-
tity and access management systems? Can the token server provide strong 
separation of duties between the administration, tokenization and de-to-
kenization users? 

■n  Token storage: Tokens are typically stored in a relational database, and the 
contents of that data need to be kept safe from illegal access to the database 
or any of the data files. Encryption is the first line of defense, so reviewing 
the encryption method and key management facility is critical in under-
standing if the credit cards in the token vault are secure.

■n  De-tokenization: Some merchants, for re-payment or customer support ef-
forts, need access to the original credit card number. This is called a “de-
tokenization” request, as authorized users submit a token and get a credit 
card number in return. De-tokenization requests are the most critical to 
data security, so it’s important to understand the interface that makes these 
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requests, which users are allowed to make them, how logging these events 
occurs, and how the de-tokenization interface is installed and secured. 

■n  Integration and deployment: How does the token server integrate with your 
systems, how is it secured and how is it maintained? Key areas to investigate 
are the application interfaces, scalability, failover and administration.

■n  Migration: You need to swap existing sensitive data with tokens. There are 
many ways to do this, and not every vendor does it well. Investigate how 
your vendor performs this task, how long it will take, and if it can be done 
concurrently with on-going transaction processing. 

■n  Price: Some vendors sell tokenization platforms under software licensing 
models, charging for the number of CPUs. Others charge on a per-transac-
tion basis, with the costs going down on a per-transaction basis as the vol-
ume increases. 

TOKENIZATION AS A SERVICE 
A growing trend is tokenization provided as a third-party service. It’s now the 
number one option for merchants within the largest market for tokenization: 
payment processing. When provided as a service—assuming tokenization is 
properly implemented as a black box where no sensitive data or security con-
trols are exposed—customers literally remove all sensitive payment data stor-
age from their system. Credit cards are collected and tokens issued without the 
customer ever touching payment data. Services related to the original data like 
repayments are handled at the third-party provider’s facility, eliminating the 
need for de-tokenization. The customer is never exposed to the data or any of 
the security measures around the token data vault. For PCI DSS compliance, 
this method provides the maximum possible scope reduction. 

STREAMLINING COMPLIANCE
If you are considering tokenization, we can assume you want to reduce ex-
posure of sensitive data while saving some money by curtailing security re-
quirements across your IT operation. Tokenization is in and of itself a complex 

http://searchfinancialsecurity.techtarget.com/tip/Tokenization-and-PCI-compliance
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system with its own set of security requirements, so it’s worth stressing that the 
implementation is critical to security, and in no way should it be taken lightly. 
You’ll need to address a handful of questions to determine if tokenization is 
right for you: Does this meet my business requirements? Is it better to use an 
in-house application or choose a service provider? Which applications need to-
ken services, and how hard will they be to set up? 

However, how tokenization works is very simple and the value proposition 
is straightforward. By removing sensitive information from all of the systems 
that don’t require it, you’ve dramatically reduced the risk to that data. Tokeni-
zation helps secure data by reducing the likelihood it will be stolen, and re-
duces the work necessary to secure systems and meet regulatory compliance. n

ADRIAN LANE is CTO and security strategist for information security research and analysis firm Se-
curosis. Send comments on this article to feedback@infosecuritymag.com.

mailto:feedback@infosecuritymag.com
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Four Keys to DLP success 
Plan your data loss prevention project carefully  
to avoid missteps. BY CRYSTAL BEDELL

DATA LOSS PREVENTION technology is garnering a lot of attention 
these days thanks to publicized data leaks and increasingly 
stringent regulatory compliance mandates concerning data 
protection. While the technology itself is not a regulatory re-
quirement, the ability to identify sensitive or private data, se-

cure it (by rendering it illegible to unauthorized parties via encryption), and 
prevent its unauthorized disclosure – all objectives of DLP systems – can help 
organizations stay out of the headlines and meet their compliance and data se-
curity goals. 

However, technology is only one small part of a full-blown DLP implemen-
tation. It also requires a significant amount of effort dedicated to strategy, peo-
ple and process. When DLP deployment projects go wrong, it is usually due to 
common mistakes that arise in relation to these other non-technical compo-
nents. Here are four DLP best practices to help ensure your organization’s data 
loss prevention initiative is a success. 

1. UNDERSTAND YOUR REQUIREMENTS
The most critical DLP deployment mistakes are made before the technology is 
evaluated and acquired. According to Rich Mogull, analyst and CEO of analyst 
firm Securosis, one common mistake is failing to understand the technology 
and what it’s capable of. “People don’t set up their needs or requirements well 
enough, then when they go to deploy [DLP] they start running into trouble,” 

http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/news/1528053/Data-loss-prevention-best-practices-start-with-slow-incremental-rollouts
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/tip/How-to-avoid-DLP-implementation-pitfalls
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he says.
Andrew Engelbert, director of infrastructure and IT risk management at 

Oxford Consulting Group, agrees: “It’s important to have an understanding of 
what it is that’s driving your desire for DLP technology. What are you trying 
to solve? What’s driving the need for this technology? A lot of customers don’t 
have a DLP strategy in place before making the decision to purchase technol-
ogy, and that gets them into a lot of trouble.”

Nine times out of ten, Engelbert says, his clients are considering DLP be-
cause they’ve been approached by a vendor that has used FUD (fear, uncer-
tainty and doubt) to raise concerns about data protection.

“Don’t let the vendor define what your business needs are. They’re going to 
tell you everything they want to sell you. . . [DLP] is by no means a silver-bullet 
technology. It provides a cohesive solution to manage data loss activities, but 
it’s not bullet-proof,” Engelbert says.

The term “DLP” describes a prod-
uct set that includes different modules, 
usually one each to protect data in mo-
tion, data at rest and data in use (at the 
endpoint). These different modules are 
managed under a centralized manage-
ment console. Vendors sell each mod-
ule separately, enabling organizations 
to focus on high-risk areas. For exam-
ple, Broadcom, an Irvine, Calif.-based 
maker of semiconductors for wired and wireless communications, began its 
DLP deployment with endpoint protection. “We deployed endpoint agents 
when we recognized that our biggest security gap was at the endpoint where 
we had proprietary data leaking,” says Geoffrey Aranoff, CISO at Broadcom.

Determining your organization’s DLP is the more onerous part of a DLP 
deployment, says Tony Meholic, CISO at Philadelphia-based Republic Bank. 
“You need to know what data you want to protect and where it’s residing,” he 
says.

Experts agree that understanding what you need from a DLP technology 
begins with understanding your data. “Before you run out and engage vendors 
and start proof of concepts, have a good understanding of what you need to pro-
tect and how you need to protect it,” says Mogull. 

 The term “DLP” describes 
 a prod uct set that includes 
 different mod ules, usually 
 one each to protect data 
 in motion, data at rest and 
 data in use. 
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Once you get into the technical details, you will have the information you 
need to make a decision, explains Mogull. It will become clear which product 
will best suit your needs just based on your requirements. For example, if you 
need the ability to monitor SSL, you’ll need to look for a product that has the 
appropriate technical pieces in place to enable that capability. Then you might 
consider which product(s) offer that capability natively versus those that tie in 
with another product. 

Similarly, organizations need to decide which applications will be inte-
grated with the DLP system. “It’s expected that you’re going to have conflicts. 
Not all the applications will play nicely in the sandbox,” says Aranoff. “If I have 
to filter out an application to make my DLP work, that’s a good short-term fix, 
but I won’t know if proprietary data is going through that app.”

2. WORK WITH THE BUSINESS
The success of a DLP deployment also hinges on getting broad support across 
the organization from all data owners. Managerial levels and above should be 
engaged in a DLP project for several reasons. Of course, their cooperation is 
necessary since the deployment will impact a great number of users. These 
stakeholders should be educated on DLP technology, why it’s important for the 
business and how it’s going to impact users. 

Once you have business stakeholders on board, you can conduct interviews 
with data owners to understand the data they have access to, their responsibili-
ties for various data types, how and with whom it is shared, etc. In this manner 
you can begin to determine how the data should be protected. 

Support from business stakeholders is also important to ensure the DLP im-
plementation does not unnecessarily disrupt existing business processes. “They 
have to be involved because ultimately they’re the ones that use that informa-
tion on a day-to-day basis. If you lock things off and don’t let users get the data 
they need, processes will get in a crunch,” says Allen Zuk, president and CEO 
of Sierra Management Consulting. For example, the marketing department 
may attempt to send a marketing plan for an upcoming product release to the 
organization’s PR agency. IT might stop this transmission because the market-
ing plan is sensitive information, not aware that this is a legitimate sharing of 
information. 

On the other hand, false positives generated by DLP software may uncover 

http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/tip/Five-endpoint-DLP-deployment-data-security-tips
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broken business processes. “You’re going to have false positives, but you as the 
security practitioner can’t say, ‘This is a false positive,’” says Engelbert. Security 
needs to work with the business owner to identify why a specific business pro-
cess is generating an alert. Together, security and the business owner can look 
at the business process, uncover the flaw and identify steps that can be put in 
place for remediation. 

As an example of a broken business process, Engelbert describes a situation 
where, rather than using a secure file transfer solution, someone in the payroll 
department transfers spreadsheets with payroll information to a third party via 
email. The third party may have a legitimate need for that information, but it 
should be sent using an approved third-party solution or something like TLS to 
encrypt the data between organizations, explains Engelbert.

3. GET LEGAL INVOLVED
Another “people” problem associated with DLP deployments is failing to get 
legal and compliance stakeholders involved. Like understanding your data pro-
tection needs, legal should be pulled into the discussion before anyone touches 
the technology. “It’s not too uncommon for tech folks to say, ‘We’re going to 
deploy this tool,’ but they haven’t necessarily sat down with legal and thought 
about: Are there compliance issues we’re contending with? What will we uti-
lize the tools for? What practices will we put into place to make sure legal and 
compliance aren’t blindsided?,” says Zuk. 

Legal stakeholders have a multifaceted role in a DLP deployment. “Legal 
is the authoritative source on what we need to do to keep ourselves out of hot 
water in the event something happens. They’re the subject matter experts on 
the regulatory changes and the direct implications across the U.S. They are the 
authoritative body on how we need to respond in the event that we confirm an 
incident has occurred,” explains Engelbert. 

Legal should be involved, along with HR, when an incident has occurred 
that involves an employee. “They need to be involved so there’s clarity and con-
sistency in the actions taken,” he adds. 

Equally important is the legal department’s involvement to ensure the or-
ganization is adhering to regulatory mandates, like HIPAA and PCI DSS. Simi-
larly, global organizations are likely subject to differing regional restrictions 
when it comes to employee monitoring. The legal department can clarify 

http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/Transport-Layer-Security-TLS
http://searchdatamanagement.techtarget.com/definition/HIPAA
http://searchfinancialsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/PCI-DSS-Payment-Card-Industry-Data-Security-Standard
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those restrictions and help ensure the DLP product is operating within legal 
boundaries. 

In the event of data loss, the legal department also serves as “secondary 
stakeholders,” says Engelbert. As such, they can help with the overall escala-
tion process of how an event will unfold. “Legal plays a critical role in helping 
define the thresholds for matches of credit card numbers going out in a spread-
sheet. How many do we really care about? We’ll treat one or two differently 
than 500 or more,” he says. 

4. UNDERTAKE A PHASED ROLL OUT
You have the proper people on board, you know what data you are going to pro-
tect and how, and you have the technology to do so. Now you’re ready to deploy 
your DLP solution, right? Not so fast. Another common DLP deployment mis-
take, say experts, is deploying everything at once instead of taking a calculated 

Split Market 
DLP TECHNOLOGY EITHER TARGETS BASIC REQUIREMENTS OR TRIES 
TO DO IT ALL, ANALYST SAYS By Crystal Bedell

Data loss protection technology is fairly mature. According to Paula Mu-
sich, senior analyst at market research firm Current Analysis, the mar-

ket has split into two. “The low-hanging fruit, if you will, is using DLP within 
a product or service… to protect mostly structured data; less so unstruc-
tured,” she says. These vendors have integrated DLP capabilities into pre-
existing products like email and Web security gateways. 

“Then there’s full-blown DLP implementation where you’re trying to 
boil the ocean to provide protection for both structured and unstructured 
data—anything that’s valuable,” says Musich. 

Such a deployment can be a significant undertaking. “It’s a very involved 
implementation to make that kind of capability a reality in many enter-
prises. It takes a long time,” she adds. n

http://searchfinancialsecurity.techtarget.com/tip/Considerations-for-buying-and-implementing-DLP-solutions
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approach in which components are deployed incrementally. If you plan on de-
ploying a complete DLP solution that covers data in motion, data at rest and 
data in use, start with just one of those components. You might also consider 
rolling it out to just one business unit 
to start. 

 “With a phased deployment, you 
have consumable portions that you 
can effectively monitor and manage 
all the way through,” says Engelbert. 
“If you try to eat the elephant all at 
once, it is a very large undertaking.” 

A phased roll out offers several ben-
efits, including the opportunity to ac-
quire experience and lessons learned 
that can be applied to future phases. 
And with a successful roll out of one 
phase, both IT and business stakehold-
ers will feel more confident delving into the next phase. This success can also 
translate into additional funding, if needed, for future phases because, for some 
organizations, the cost of acquiring an entire DLP package upfront simply isn’t 
viable, according to Engelbert. But even those organizations that acquire a com-
plete DLP product still see the benefit of rolling it out in a phased approach. 

“A deployment is usually straightforward,” says Mogull, “if it’s done incre-
mentally. It can be easy, if you’re smart about it.” n

CRYSTAL BEDELL is a freelance writer specializing in security, networking and cloud computing. Send 
comments on this article to feedback@infosecuritymag.com.

 “With a phased [DLP] 
 deployment, you 
 have consumable portions 
 that you can ef fectively 
 monitor and manage all 
 the way through.”

Andrew Engelbert, director of 
Infrastructure and IT Risk Management 
Oxford Consulting Group
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Safe Recovery 
Security must be included in disaster recovery planning 
to ensure sensitive data is protected. BY MARCIA SAVAGE

RISK MANAGEMENT 

IN A DISASTER, all focus is – naturally – on getting critical business processes 
back up and running. Whether the disaster is natural or manmade, it’s all 
about recovering business operations as fast as possible, getting employ-
ees back to work, and avoiding costly downtime.

In this scenario, information security is often far down on the list of 
considerations, experts say. But companies that overlook data protection provi-
sions in their disaster recovery/business continuity plans risk winding up with 
a double whammy: a security breach on top of a recovery situation. Imagine 
having to issue breach notification letters in the midst of recovering from a hur-
ricane or other disaster. After all, compliance requirements aren’t lifted in an 
emergency.

“You need to get folks access to the data if they need it, but you also need to 
prevent unauthorized access,” says Ed Moyle, a manager with CTG’s informa-
tion security solutions practice and a founding partner of consultancy Securi-
tyCurve. “That’s where a lot of organizations fall down.”

Disaster recovery/business continuity plans must ensure that an organiza-
tion’s information security policies are maintained in a recovery situation, se-
curity practitioners and others say. That means making sure the recovery site 
has proper security, including updated antivirus and firewall protection. It also 
means conducting proper due diligence of any disaster recovery provider and 
taking proper precautions in a shared recovery facility. Transmission of data for 
backup purposes must also be secured.

“What you’re doing to secure a disaster recovery site has to be every bit as 

http://searchfinancialsecurity.techtarget.com/tip/0,289483,sid185_gci1513562_mem1,00.html
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good as what you’re doing in your primary site,” says Brian Engle, director of 
information security at Temple-Inland, a manufacturing firm based in Austin, 
Texas. “If you end up in a disaster recovery situation, it could be long term, 
maybe six months…Can you be comfortable with the decisions you make in 
choosing the facilities and the protections for that length of time?”

SECURITY LEFT OUT
Organizations often don’t think about how the security controls they have dur-
ing routine operation might fare in the event of downtime, Moyle says. 

“For example, if you have a security program built around the idea of keep-
ing physical access to things like servers locked down, you may not be able to 
enforce that to the same degree in an emergency scenario as you could during 
normal business,” he says. “You want to make sure security controls continue 
to function during a downtime scenario.”

Some companies assign disaster re-
covery planning responsibilities to their 
security groups, but others focus on da-
tabases, servers and networks rather than 
security reviews in their planning, says 
William Hughes, director, consulting 
services BC/DR Center of Excellence at 
SunGard Availability Services. “They’re 
not as involved as they should be,” he 
says of security teams.

Organizations typically consider di-
saster recovery a business problem and 
often leave security out because they 
view security as an IT function that puts up barriers to business, says Randall 
Gamby, an enterprise security architect for a Fortune 500 insurance and fi-
nance company.

“Security teams have insights into how data is protected and how access 
works,” he says. “They need to be included.”

Security technologies are often considered overhead infrastructure, but if 
left out of disaster recovery/business continuity planning, could mean users 

Continued on page 21

 Organizations typically 
 consider DR a business 
 problem and often leave 
 security out because they 
 view it as an IT function 
 that puts up barriers 
 to business. 

Randall Gamby, enterprise  
security archi tect
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Missing Backup Tapes 
A SAMPLE OF BREACH REPORTS INVOLVING BACKUP TAPES  
By  Marcia Savage

October 2010 San Diego Regional Center, which serves people with devel-
opmental disabilities, notified some clients that a backup tape created for 
the purpose of disaster recovery testing, was lost by UPS in shipping, ac-
cording to a breach noticed obtained by PHIprivacy.net. The tape contained 
some current and former consumers’ names, Social Security numbers, ad-
dresses and medical diagnostic information.

September 2010 Pediatric and Adult Allergy, P.C., in Iowa reported losing a 
backup tape with patient personal information in July. Information on the 
backup tape included names, Social Security numbers, and health plan data. 
The loss affected 19,222 individuals, according to the U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services. 

June 2010 Insurance broker Marsh and Mercer reported the loss of a 
backup tape that was being transported by a third-party courier, accord-
ing to records obtained by DataBreaches.net. The tape contained employee 
benefits information; the data was maintained by Marsh’s Assocation busi-
ness, which operates through Seabury & Smith and Mercer Health & Ben-
efits. The number of records exposed totaled 378,000, according to Privacy 
Rights Clearinghouse.

February & April 2008 Third-party couriers lose unencrypted backup stor-
age tapes belonging to the Bank of New York Mellon in two separate in-
cidents. The lost tapes potentially exposed the data of approximately 4.5 
million people.

January 2008 GE Money, the firm hired by JC Penney to run its credit card 
operations, said it lost a backup tape containing the personal information 
of about 650,000 shoppers of JC Penney and other merchants. The tape was 
discovered missing in October 2007 by a worker at Iron Mountain. n

http://searchfinancialsecurity.techtarget.com/news/article/0,289142,sid185_gci1316107_mem1,00.html
http://searchfinancialsecurity.techtarget.com/news/article/0,289142,sid185_gci1294758_mem1,00.html
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can’t access the business resources they need in a recovery situation, he says. 
For instance, if the organization uses single sign-on in its routine business 
operations but SSO isn’t supported in the disaster recovery plan, then users 
may not be given proper log-in prompts or be able to access certain backend 
applications.

Some companies, however, make security a priority in their disaster recov-
ery planning. An information security officer at a financial institution, who 
requests anonymity, says his organization is in a highly regulated industry and 
cannot afford to overlook data security.

 “Purely from the standpoint of being compliant with the regulatory bodies, 
it [security] has to be at the top of the list when we look at disaster recovery,” 
he says.

COMPLIANCE CONSIDERATIONS
Indeed, companies – particularly those in highly regulated industries such as 
financial and health care—need to be aware that data security mandates aren’t 
waived in a disaster. 

“We have tremendous compliance requirements from a variety of regula-
tors,” says the financial information security officer. “The requirements for in-
formation security don’t make a distinction between whether you’re in a disas-
ter recovery mode or not.”

In fact, the HIPAA Security Rule specifically calls out the need for maintain-
ing security in an outage situation, Moyle notes. Section 164.308(a)(7)(ii)(C) 
requires the implementation, as needed, of procedures to enable continuation 
of processes for “protection of the security of electronic protected health infor-
mation while operating in emergency mode.”

One disaster scenario to consider is the possibility of guard staff reductions 
and loss of monitoring capability to prevent theft, Moyle says. If servers or 
laptops are stolen with regulated data on them, a company would still have to 
meet breach disclosure requirements.

“You could incur regulatory penalties over and above what it costs you from 
a downtime standpoint,” he says.

Organizations don’t tend to get audited during a recovery operation but they 
need to be prepared down the road, SunGard’s Hughes says. “Now I’m getting 

Continued from page 19

http://searchhealthit.techtarget.com/definition/HIPAA-disaster-recovery-plan
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an audit six months later. How do I reconstruct the chain of custody for the data 
and how it was protected in the time frame, if the auditor wants that?” he asks.

Temple-Inland’s Engle says he can’t imagine a company that has PCI Data 
Security Standard compliance requirements deciding to operate for two months 
without protecting cardholder data after an outage. “You will get driven out of 
business if you go for an extended amount of time without all the same protec-
tions you had originally,” he says.

RECOVERY SECURITY
There are a variety of disaster recovery methods including hot sites, cold sites, 
managed service provider and cloud-based services. No matter the method, or-
ganizations need to ensure the security of the site they’re failing over to, ex-
perts say.

“You’re trying to replicate normal operations at a backup site… Make sure 
you have all the security in place when you get there,” says Beau Woods, so-
lutions architect for security and risk consulting services at Atlanta-based se-
curity services firm Dell SecureWorks. That means making sure firewall pro-
tection, intrusion detection and antivirus are in place and updated, and if a 
company has a security operations center, making sure there’s a place for those 
employees to sit, he says.

“You need to make sure that when people arrive to activate the site, that the 
controls in place are at least as strong as the controls that would be operating in 
a normal scenario,” Moyle says. “The policy doesn’t change in an emergency.”

Gamby says companies often take it for granted that users have access to 
systems and forget about the access management layer—such as virtual direc-
tory services, federated technologies, and containment zones—that must be in 
place at the recovery site in order for business to continue. 

“A lot of controls around data protection are based on a user’s profile and 
that profile may get down to identifying the particular IP or MAC address for 
the system he or she uses,” he says. “At a remote facility, you need to make sure 
those profiles are put in for those individuals so they can access the data from 
their desktops.”

Organizations also need to consider encrypting the shared communication 
lines used for data transmission when switching over to a recovery site, Gamby 
says. After an incident, companies typically switch from their dedicated lines 

http://searchfinancialsecurity.techtarget.com/sDefinition/0,,sid185_gci1271112,00.html
http://searchfinancialsecurity.techtarget.com/sDefinition/0,,sid185_gci1271112,00.html
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to a service provider’s shared pipe to reroute traffic to the backup site. While 
the shared links won’t mean cross contamination of data, someone managing 
the switching environment could look at the traffic crossing the lines, he says. 

For BioWare, an electronic game developer, uptime and availability are crit-
ical – as is data security, says Craig Miller, senior team leader of infrastructure. 

Common Mistakes
COMPANIES ERR IN THROWING DISASTER RECOVERY PLANNING 
ONTO IT AND FORGETTING TO TEST BY MARCIA SAVAGE

Leaving security out is one of the mistakes organizations can make in di-
saster recovery/business continuity planning, but experts cite a couple 

other common mistakes: Leaving the planning to IT and not doing enough 
testing.

Companies often throw disaster recovery onto the IT team without pri-
oritizing what business functions are the most critical to recover and set-
ting recovery deadlines, says Beau Woods, solutions architect for security 
and risk consulting services at Atlanta-based security services firm Dell 
SecureWorks.

“IT has to make decisions on its own and it ends up not being in line with 
the business,” he says. “You need to have a cross-functional group make 
those high-level decisions before going down the road of how you’ll recover 
from a disaster and continue business.”

Another frequent mistake organizations make is not conducting enough 
test of their recovery plans, Woods says: “You need to make sure the way 
you’ve designed it is the way it operates in real life, both on the technology 
and people/process side.”

William Hughes, director, consulting services BC/DR Center of Excel-
lence at SunGard Availability Services, also says testing is critical.

“People tend to build a solution and think that’s the end state, but that’s 
really just the beginning,” he says. “The end state is about four tests later, 
after you work through the bugs.” n
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The company uses a virtual tape library for disaster recovery; the digitally rep-
licated tapes are sent over an encrypted VPN tunnel to another site. Every cou-
ple months, physical backup tapes are encrypted and sent to Iron Mountain. 

“Being in game development, all we have is our data…If the assets aren’t 
available or recoverable, we don’t have anything,” Miller says.

BioWare uses two storage arrays from Dell Compellent and plans next year 
to move one array offsite and double the 
disk size at each site for full cross repli-
cation; if one array goes down, the other 
could be active in seconds, he says. 

VENDOR MANAGEMENT
If contracting with a fixed site disaster 
recovery provider, managed service pro-
vider, or cloud-based service, companies 
need to vet them as they would any third 
party, says Rachel Dines, an analyst at 
Forrester Research.

“You need to know where they are storing the data, what are their encryp-
tion, access control and authentication policies, and whether they can provide 
documentation for all that,” she says.

Organizations usually will ask vendors if they use encryption but neglect 
to ask important questions about the type of encryption, where the keys are 
stored and who has access to the keys, Dines says, adding, “Vendors shouldn’t 
have access to your encryption keys.”

Third-party recovery sites raise the issue of multi-tenancy, which bring ad-
ditional security concerns, Dines says. “I’m not sure if people think through all 
the full implications of that—there are other companies’ employees walking 
around there if they declare [an emergency] at the same time. You need to make 
sure the access controls to your infrastructure and data is strictly controlled.”

SunGard’s Hughes says customers in a shared recovery site need to step up 
their vigilance but acknowledged that can be a challenge. “That’s tough in a re-
covery because that’s not your first focus,” he says. “The first is to get out of the 
situation you’re in.”

Cloud-based disaster recovery is relatively new but comes with a set of 

 Cloud-based disaster 
 recovery is relatively new 
 but comes with a set of 
 se curity concerns that 
 organizations need to pay 
 attention to. 

George Ferguson, product marketing  
manager, HP
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security concerns that organizations need to pay attention to, says George Fer-
guson, product marketing manager of security, compliance and continuity ser-
vices at HP. The cloud-based option offers flexibility, cost savings and the abil-
ity to reduce recovery times, but companies need to step back and evaluate the 
cloud vendor’s security controls, he says. 

Ferguson cites the Cloud Security Alliance‘s guidance regarding the 13 criti-
cal areas of focus for cloud computing. Among the 13 areas are business conti-
nuity and disaster recovery, and the CSA recommends inspecting a cloud pro-
vider’s recovery and continuity plans.

BACKUP DATA TRANSMISSION 
Disaster recovery has traditionally relied on tape-based backup to off-site stor-
age, but the transfer of those tapes doesn’t always go as smoothly as organi-
zations expect. In recent years, there have been numerous reports of backup 
tapes missing in transit, resulting in breach disclosures. [see p. 20]

Backup tapes are at risk in transit, but unlike BioWare, many companies 
still fail to secure them with encryption, experts say.

“We’ve come a long way in starting to secure devices like laptops, CDs and 
thumb drives, but when you look at the backup tape generated on a daily basis 
in a lot of organizations across the world…rarely is someone encrypting them,” 
Moyle says.

SunGard’s Hughes says companies tend to focus on the process of maintain-
ing backup tapes and having a third party transfer them rather than securing 
them. He’s seen a shift away from tape backups, not necessarily for security 
reasons but because of concerns with recovery times. At the same time, the 
cost of replication is going down, he said.

HP’s Ferguson says the security risks of lost or stolen backup tapes – along 
with the need to improve recovery times – has driven a move towards elec-
tronic vaulting services, also called cloud-based backup and replication, as a 
means of avoiding the physical transfer of tapes.

Overall, cloud computing has the potential to ease disaster recovery and 
business continuity by making it easier for organizations to have a mobile 
workforce, says Dean Ocampo, solutions strategy director at security supplier 
SafeNet.

“The benefit of moving to a cloud infrastructure is that you can access it 

http://www.cloudsecurityalliance.org
http://www.cloudsecurityalliance.org/csaguide.pdf
http://www.cloudsecurityalliance.org/csaguide.pdf
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from anywhere,” he says. However, companies are reluctant to move their IT 
processes to the cloud until protections such as encryption and authentication 
are in place, he adds.

BUILT-IN SECURITY
Designing a disaster recovery site has to be similar to anything else—with secu-
rity built in, says Temple-Inland’s Engle. 

For example, companies need to identify ahead of time potential areas where 
security controls constrain application functions or implementations and plan 
accordingly. If you know you had difficulties installing something in your pri-
mary environment then you should anticipate that it will be even more prob-
lematic in a recovery scenario. An organization doesn’t want to find itself in a 
situation where it’s trying to recover an application and has to shut down secu-
rity controls to make it work, and then is unable to turn them back on, he says

“If you develop a disaster recovery plan and try to secure it on the backend, 
it’s not going to work,” he says.

The information security officer at the financial institution agrees that secu-
rity must be integrated from the beginning.

“Our attitude is that we don’t bolt on security – it’s baked in across the 
board, not just for day-to-day operations but for that disaster recovery situa-
tion, which is potentially a day-to-day operation,” he says. n

MARCIA SAVAGE is editor of Information Security magazine. Send comments on this article to  
feedback@infosecuritymag.com.
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